303.02
Service Pit Covers
In City Grey Paving

SECTION

INFILL & COLLAR TO MATCH SURROUNDING PAVING

SUB TERRAIN PIT TO BE A CLASS C MIN

GRANULAR BACKFILL COMPACTED IN LAYERS & STEPS OFF 150mm TO 300mm MAX.

PIT LID LOGO DETAILS REFER 303.01

CLASS D INFILL PIT LID ASSEMBLY FROM MANUFACTURER.

200x150 MIN 25MPA CONCRETE COLLAR.

COMPACTED PAVING BASE REFER 302.02

COMPACTED NATURAL GROUND.

4:1 SAND CEMENT BED 50mm MINIMUM.

4:1 SAND CEMENT BED 300mm MINIMUM.

VARIES

GRANULAR BACKFILL COMPACTED IN LAYERS & STEPS OFF 150mm TO 300mm MAX.

200x150 MIN 25MPA CONCRETE COLLAR.

COMPACTED PAVING BASE REFER 302.02

COMPACTED NATURAL GROUND.
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